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Introduction:
Education is one of the many blessings that

god has bestowed on mankind. The person who
has education is ranked high status, the families who
have education are honorable families the societies
who have education are educated society, the city
which has education is civilized and the country
which the education is a developed country. The
point is that the education is stepping stone to human
development. A nation or a society in which there is
no education is called a backward nation or society.
Education is a means by which the innumerable
abilities bestowed by god almighty inner in humans
are manifested. As the world is changing at a
quadruple rate day and night, new problems and
changes such as terrorism, conflicts, rising problems
poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, materialism, social
expulsion are emerging before mankind. Therefore,
it becomes necessary to change oneself according
to the needs of changing society Charles Darwin in
1869 and Herbart Spencer in 1864, Proposed the

theory of 'survival of the fittest'. Education is the
tool which helps mankind to keep pace with the
times and adapt rapidly for survival. Education is
the light through which all the physical mental, social,
moral and spiritual abilities are developed, Education
is the life itself according to John Dewey, life is
charmless without education. It is a dynamic force
No where life has reached at a static point Life is
always evolutionary and dynamic by nature and
character Education is the transmission of life by the
living to the living Education dispels the darkness of
ignorance all evil things in man; drives evil forces or
animality in man out and leads him towards salvation
from bound age and promotes divinity in man.
Everything that promotes divinity in man is known
as Education transmit child into noble good and
beautiful man. Aristotle says, "Education men are as
much superior to uneducated as living are to dead."
Further Greek Philosopher says, "Education is a
controlling grace to the young, a consolation to the
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old, wealth to the poor and an amusement to the
rich".

Education is the life long process. It is
continuous. It starts from the mother's womb and
ends in the tomb. Therefore all experiences from
cradle to grave or from birth to death are come
under the broader meaning of education. Education
is not confined to a place a person or a specific
purpose. All types of learning, formal, informal and
non-formal come under the wider sense of
education. All experiences of the human life have a
direct educative effect on us. In other way whatever
enlightens our horizon, deepens our insight refines
our behavior stimulates our thinking feeling and
doing have educational value. As such education is
life and life is education Gaining of varied
experiences for solution of problems of life is
considered quite essential for man to live a better
and happier life. But such knowledge and
experiences are so vast that nobody is able to
acquire them even if he continues his endeavors
sincerely throughout his life.

Education is the wealth of Nation, It is an art
of living that fashions and models human being to
become fit for society and lead a civilzed life. In
the worlds of Aristotle, "Every art does something
good. Education is an art. It is to be seen what
good is done by education to man and society"
Education, therefore is a purposeful, living activity
as well as social necessity which is unthinkable
without aims. The aims of education are related to
the aims of life which in turn are determined by the
prevailing philosophy of the time. According to the
idealistic view, the education aims at self realization
and exaltation of the human personality. By
exaltation of human personality, means that
education must help in unfolding of the latent
potential in the child in all the aspects of his
personality viz spiritual moral intellectual social and
so on thereby leading them to realize who they are
and what is the reason behind their creation.

Plants are shaped by cultivation and men by
education we are born weak, we need strength we
are born totally unprovoked, we need aid, we are

born stupid, we need judgment, Everything we do
not have at our birth and which we need when we
are grown is given as by education". JJ Rousseau,
Emil.

In the light of the experience of the number
of countries,  it  is now realized that  the
transformation of the existing educational systems
is necessary. If socioeconomic progress is to take
place in the imperative goals of the educational
development  are democrat izat ion and
modernization of education and the establishment
of appropriate linkages between education and
development.

Man is the supreme and finest creation of
the creator. God has graced man with certain rare
qualities which are not traceable in other animals.
Man is the only animal who is capable of being
educated. Education is, therefore, meant for human
beings. One of the most significant purpose of
education is to humanize the humanity. In other
words, education makies the human beings rational
in real sense. Philosophically man is the
combination of qualities of 'ape' and angel. Ape
refers to animality which is called lower self. Angel
refers to rationality (divinity) which is termed as
higher self. According to logic man as a rational
animal who does have the power of thinking
reasoning and problem solving. Rationality is the
down of reassuming or symbol of conscience. But
animality leads on to darkness and the danger of
death or devilish. Therefore animality in man is to
be extirpated through education.

Education is necessary to make human being
socialized, civilized, and cultured. Education
maintains continuity of social life. Education is one's
friend in desert, one's society in solitude one's
companion in bereft of friends. It shows the path
of happiness, sustains us in misery and pains. For
this, education does mainly three functions, such
as creative, conservative and transmitting. The old
values, beliefs, customs, traditions etc are handed
down to the younger generation through education.
Education and society are ever-lasting and ever
continuing. Therefore, education is a philosophical,
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biological and sociological necessity. A human child
is drawn from the society and again be is to be sent
to the society. It is education that converts and
transforms a child to a social and cultured being.

In realizing the comprehensiveness of
'Education' the philosophers have become
nightingale to sing the glowing glory and glamour
of education through the ages. Redden, a western
education philosopher believed as, "Education is
the deliberate and systematic influence exerted by
the mature person upon the immature through
inst ruct ion,  discipline and harmonious
development of physical intellectual, aesthetic,
social and spiritual powers of the human being
according to individual and social needs and
directed towards the union of the education and
with  the creator at the final end."

After an analysis of definitions of education
given by the Indian and the western educationists/
philosophers, it is evident that they are rich and
varied. These often indicate rich cultural heritage
of human race. Despite this, no single definition is
found to be able to define education which would
be acceptable to all. Perhaps the search for finding
out an all comprehensive and appropriat acceptable
definition is going on. It will continue as long as
human society maintain its diverse cultural and social
ethos. However, in the light of the  various
definitions of education, it may be categorized
mainly in three major heads :-
i. Spiritual emancipation of human soul.
ii. Development, enhancement and realization of

individuals inherent potentialities.
iii. Development of socialization and civic

awareness.
In the present context, education has certain

functions towards the world. Education has to
inculcate a broader outlook in the minds of the
people to appreciate the concept, one world, one
family' idea is to be ventilated to the students
through various processes of education. Education
has to eliminate narrow nationalism, racism,
communalism, regionalism, linguism etc. It has to

fan the flame of world citizenship by festering
cooperation among the individual ethnic groups,
religious communities administrative forms for
maintaining international peace and human
harmony.

Tremendous progress and advancement in
every sphere is seen in modern world. New
inventions in science and technology are opening
up unprecedented possibilities in personal and
public life. Coming days will become glamorous
and comfortable for the living generation. Once
Jawahar Lal Nehru remarked, "I envoy the boys
and girls who lived in that period. It ought to be
most exciting time of all to live". In other words,
modern comfort and luxury have not been achieved
by any race, class, caste or national group but many
people working in all corners of the world and are
to be shared by all but not by a few. Modern
scientific inventions and discoveries have given
immense comfort to human beings. Man has
conquered time and space. News flies in air with a
twinkling of eye from one corner of global to
another and even from one planet to another. Man
has already landed on moon and is trying to trace
life in other planets. Man has exploited nature up
to the maximum level of his own interest and
comfort. Trade and transport, commerce and
communication through land air and water have
given rise to interaction between and   among the
people of the world.

Therefore everybody is impressed by some
other to certain extent. There is non in this world
as perfect Indian, German, American or Russian.
There has been a cultural diffusion. The present
world has become a meting pot of various cultures.
All the countries depend on each other either for
row materials or for consumer goods. The united
states of America has a good number of industries
but it has to depend on Arab Countries for oil, Japan
though supplies a number of finished goods, look
on other countries for raw materials for running its
industries. Therefore, there has been close
interdependence among the nations. The world is
now in turmoil; peace is in crux. Survival of
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humanity is at stake. For securing peace and unity
of nations for human progress, internatinal
understanding is a must.
Role of Education:

The UNESCO reports states "Since war
begins in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men
that the defence of peace must be constructed."
Education, no doubt, can play an important role in
farming the flame of internationalism. Education for
international understand is essentially the education
for peace love, fellow feeling and cooperative living
."Education for international understanding implies the
promotion of democratic citizenship and independent
development of critical thinking and independent
judgment and realisation of interdependence of the
nation. "These ideas foster oneness in mind.
Conclusion :

Education can promote understanding
tolerance and friendship among all nations racial or
religious groups.The basic attitude of love,
sympathy tolerance and appreciation needed for
national integration can be correlated with the
cultivation of international understanding. The most
formative period of human life is spent in schools
and colleges. Thus, through different educational
activities in schools and colleges, a feeling of
internationalism (i.e. Basudheiva Kutumbakam or
one world, one family) can be animated in the minds

of younger generation. The educator possess the
pivotal role in cultivating among students a feeling
of internationalism. If the cherished goal of
international understanding turns out to be dream
the survival of human civilization will be in peril.
The UNESCO has been sincerely endeavoring to
culminate the cult of world peace and human
harmony. Moreover, it is obvious that education
can be utilized as a powerful device to instill the
feeling of internationalism in the minds of students.
If education becomes successful in promoting
international understanding we can say that the
destiny of the world is being shaped in its
classrooms.
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